
The Game 1521 

Chapter 1521 It's All Right If It Was Trained By Academician Qin Little 

No one believed that watermelons and leeks could be grown in the desert. 

It wasn't just people like Trump, even the netizens in China didn't believe it. They all thought it was 

nonsense. 

"Watermelons really need a lot of water to survive." 

f * ck, if this is true, I'm going to eat sh * t. 

" i can't believe it unless academician qin and academician li kai cultivated the watermelons. " 

"……" 

at the venue. 

Depeslin and the others were even more in disbelief. 

that's impossible, " depeslyn asked directly. these crops can't survive in the desert. They're not drought-

resistant crops. This doesn't make sense. 

The head of the domestic environmental management Department laughed and said, " normal 

watermelons, leeks, and rice do not make sense in the desert, but our people from the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences have conducted a detailed test on the leaves of these plants and found that their 

chlorophyll and cells have undergone magical mutations. 

this mutation is harmless, but it allows them to survive in the desert. As for the specific reason, our Hua 

hospital is still studying it. We will tell everyone when we have the results. 

" oh right, i forgot to tell you that these plants were all cultivated by academician qin from linlin 

laboratory. in addition, we will also try to plant these plants in the desert soon. you are welcome to see 

them. " 

After the person in charge of domestic environmental management finished speaking, he returned to his 

seat with a calm and composed look. 

The people around them were completely shocked, because they heard Linlin's laboratory. 

The Linlin laboratory had long been famous overseas. 

After the floating duckweed was used to control the water quality and Optimus Prime and Megatron 

appeared, everyone knew that this laboratory was amazing. 

These desert plants were actually cultivated in Linlin's laboratory? 

This subconsciously reduced their doubts. 

This was probably the fame of Linlin laboratory. 

On the other side, when adoxi heard the words "Linlin laboratory" and "academician Qin," he 

subconsciously stood up. 
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He exclaimed,"I knew it, I knew it would be like this," 

He finally knew why he had such a bad feeling. 

It was indeed Linlin's laboratory again. 

what? " Tim asked gloomily. do you think this is real, ADOS? " 

"if it's linlin's laboratory, then it's probably real," said adolf with a helpless sigh. 

Whoosh! Tim's face was extremely gloomy. 

It wasn't just these people. The Internet in China was in an uproar, especially when the words " Linlin 

laboratory " and " academician Qin " were mentioned. The internet was in a state of shock. 

"I was too shallow before. I didn't know that academician Qin was the one who trained them." 

haha, I take back my words. Academician Qin, it's not impossible to grow watermelons in the desert. 

"Oh, it's academician Qin. It's fine then." 

"There was actually a fool who thought that it was worth it to exchange the fish of the immune system 

for someone else's grass? didn't you see how academician little qin casually took out so many?" 

previous post, please open your main page and see what your last comment was. 

" i'm sure a lot of those who have gone with the flow have already started to delete their previous 

comments. " 

"……" 

For a moment, the situation seemed to have completely changed. No one felt that it was worth it to 

exchange the immune system fish for the grass. 

Are you kidding me? Academician Qin had cultivated so many plants that could survive in the desert. 

Who would think of using the immune system fish to exchange for grass? 

Grass suddenly became very cheap, okay? 

Therefore, in a short period of time, many people who had previously suggested that the immune 

system should switch the fish for grass hurriedly deleted their comments and changed their previous 

tone. 

This was also the norm for most of the netizens. 

He didn't have his own opinion. 

There seemed to be no need for the exchange to continue. 

However, the process still had to be followed. 

The countries at the back also needed to talk about their own desert management technology. 

It was just that they felt embarrassed to tell it to themselves. 



After the various countries finished explaining their technology, it was time for the representatives to 

have a private discussion. 

After all, the underlying meaning of communication was a deal. 

Whoever's technology was useful to them, they would go to their door and talk to them, and then try to 

get support from that technology. 

Therefore, the representatives of the two desert countries immediately went to the person in charge of 

environmental governance to express their goodwill and had a discussion. 

The person in charge of domestic environmental governance was also very friendly to the two. 

That was because there was a lot of oil in their country. 

after that, the rest of the people also gathered around. 

After all, the plants that could survive in the desert were amazing. 

Depeslin's expression could only be as gloomy as it could get. 

According to the original plan, those people should be surrounding him now, and even the people of this 

Eastern country should be asking him to exchange for the grass. 

However, the current situation was completely beyond his expectations. 

It could be said that because of Linlin's laboratory's bombshell, the exchange meeting ended in a hurry. 

However, there was one thing that tugged at everyone's heartstrings. The eastern countries were going 

to try the first move of transplanting the plants in the desert. 

After all, they were only growing them in a simulated desert environment and not in a real desert. 

This was also something that Minister Lu and Qin Lin had discussed. 

Since the plants had been announced, it was to prove to everyone that these plants could really survive 

in the desert. 

Chapter 1522 It's Fine If It's Trained By Academician Qin Little 

After all, the two oil field countries in the desert region had come to express their goodwill. 

it involved huge benefits. 

If they couldn't prove that this plant could survive in the desert, their goodwill would only be a talk, and 

they might not have any follow-up. 

Naturally, Qin Lin would cooperate in this aspect. 

He had quite a lot of those plants anyway, so he just needed to give two of each to Minister Lu and ask 

him to transplant them into the desert. 

Anyway, it was just to verify if these plants could really survive in the desert. 
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The day after the exchange meeting, the Chinese People's Hospital announced a piece of news that 

attracted the attention of all the reporters at home and abroad. 

The Chinese Academy of Sciences will officially transplant desert plants in the takramakan desert, 

including wasabi, dog tooth grass, rice, watermelon, Apple, and leek seedlings! During this period, the 

official news will be broadcast live!" 

Once the news came out, the internet was completely excited. Everyone was paying attention to this 

matter. After all, it was the most shocking thing to see it with their own eyes. 

Under such circumstances, the reporters would naturally try their best to dig up news in this area, 

knowing that this was the most eye-catching thing at the moment. 

Overseas. 

After the news spread, everyone was also dumbfounded by the news, especially the Americans. 

They had always prided themselves as the most technologically advanced country and had always had 

their own unique pride. 

however, as linlin's laboratory produced more and more products, they seemed to realize that they had 

been too ignorant. many of the products from the eastern countries were not available in their own 

country. 

They had just gone through the fish incident with the immune system, and now they were going to plant 

watermelons and apples in the desert? 

Even if they used their toes to think, they knew that their own country could not do this. Otherwise, the 

problem of desertification in their country would have been solved long ago. 

Tim was the last person he wanted to believe. Even after the conference, he still did not believe it. 

This can't be true. I think they must be lying. They want to use this method to prove the power of their 

technology and attack our confidence in desert management research. 

you ... Tim glared at the news that had just come back. 

The first thing he did was to look for his Secretary and instruct, " find the best reporters and the best 

desert plant experts and ask them to go to the eastern country. If they are lying, we must expose them. 

"What if the other party didn't lie?" The Secretary asked. 

tsk, tsk. Tim's face instantly darkened. He suddenly felt that this Secretary was insensible to ask such a 

question. 

The Secretary seemed to realize that she had said something wrong and hurriedly left with her head 

down. 

… 



the takramakan desert was the largest desert in the country and the tenth largest desert in the world. it 

was also the second largest mobile desert in the world. the harsh environment here was naturally one of 

the best in the world. 

if there were plants that could survive in this desert, it would not be a problem for them to survive in 

other deserts. 

Countless people had already gathered in a corner of the takramakan desert. 

These people were either reporters, various internet vloggers, or people who were really curious. 

Some of these people were from China, and some were from abroad. 

After the Chinese Academy announced the location, these people came one after another, wanting to 

get first-hand news and results. 

after all, growing plants in the desert, especially watermelons, rice, and leeks, was simply unbelievable, 

or perhaps unheard of. 

Now that they were going to transplant the seedlings of these plants into the desert, it could be said 

that it was a matter that was beyond the era. 

If these plants could survive in the desert, can you imagine what the desert would be like in the future? 

Fields of rice, watermelons, and leeks. 

If someone asked you what you needed to prepare for a trip to the desert? Then there shouldn't be a 

problem with bringing a barbecue grill and a watermelon knife, right? 

These people had already aimed their equipment at a group of busy workers not far away. 

These workers were also specially arranged by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. They were building the 

wall. 

In addition to the drought and temperature difference in the desert, there were also strong winds that 

would uproot some plants. 

therefore, even if the plants qin lin took out could survive in the desert, they could be blown away or 

broken. 

If it was just transplanting a seedling, it was necessary to do proper protection. 

At this moment, the workers who were building the wall were also in disbelief. 

They naturally knew what they were going to do with the area they had built the wall. They were going 

to plant watermelons and rice. 

They had lived in the desert for their entire lives, but this was the first time they had heard of such a 

thing. 

If they could grow these plants in the desert, wouldn't the residents of the nearby cities conquer the 

desert? Why would everyone's expression change when they talked about it? 



They had seen the news on the internet and knew that this was the power of science and Technology. 

There was also the Linlin laboratory and academician Qin. 

To be able to do this kind of work, one could only say that technology was really amazing, or that 

academician Qin was really amazing. 

Not long after, a transport helicopter was seen flying over from the distance. There was a symbol of the 

Hua Academy on it. Those who saw this scene knew that the plants were being transported over. 

In the crowd, a reporter and a middle-aged man took the opportunity to squeeze forward and get closer 

to the construction site. 

They were naturally reporters and experts sent by Trang. They wanted to confirm whether the plant was 

really planted in the desert and whether there was a problem with it with the clearest perspective. 

if there was a problem, they would expose him in public. if there was no problem, they would naturally 

return home in dejection. 

The helicopter landed, and under everyone's watchful eyes, plates of plant sprouts were taken off the 

helicopter and sent to the construction site. 

Then, the Chinese hospital's specialist transplanted the plants. 

the reporters, especially the foreign reporters, had super high-definition equipment. even from a 

distance, they could clearly film the scene of the seedlings being transplanted into the sand. 

There was even a news broadcast on the Internet in China, and everyone could see every step of the 

transplant. 

When the seedlings in the flower pots were transplanted like a desert, the internet was in an uproar. 

that's a watermelon seedling. I know it. I've grown watermelons before! 

that's very much rice. Is it really okay to plant it in the desert like this? " 

haha, I know. This must be leek. I love leeks the most! 

"……" 

The plant sprouts were also recognized one after another. 

The whole process was very fast. After all, there weren't many plants. 

After the plants were transplanted, they would wait for time to verify if they could survive. 

the chinese academy of sciences would naturally let the officials conduct a 24-hour live broadcast for 

the rest of the day. 

Naturally, many news media did the same. 

However, it was precisely because of this that what happened next was destined to shock everyone. 



Thinking of the importance of the experiment, after the plants were transplanted, the Chinese People's 

Hospital applied for soldiers to guard the place. They could film if they wanted, but no one was allowed 

to cause any damage. 

The reporters sent by Trump took pictures from all angles, and the experts carefully observed them. 

They were sure that the seedlings were real, without any tampering. 

The two of them had no choice but to send the news to Trang as quickly as possible. 

When he received the news, he still couldn't believe it, and his face was extremely gloomy. 

He did not believe that these plants could really survive in the desert. 

However, in the time that followed, he learned what despair was. 

The next day, he looked for the news again and found that the plants were still alive. It was the same on 

the third day. 

The fourth day, the fifth day. 

As the days passed, the plants did not show any signs of withering. Instead, they seemed to be growing 

stronger and stronger, and even their leaves were lustier. 

this made him feel dejected and helpless. 

After receiving the news, Adolphus sighed. He knew he was wrong. He shouldn't have had that feeling of 

hope. 

The greater the hope, the greater the disappointment. 

This time, he decided to lie down completely. 

Chapter 1523 Satisfying Your Desert Barbecue Dream 

The country of medicine was a very strange country. 

the land area was small, but the economy was very developed, and there were many world-famous 

economic products, such as the world-famous wagyu. 

Naturally, the Wagyu business was gone, and all the people in the business were unemployed. 

the mustard industry was also a very important industrial chain in the plaster country. 

This industry chain even created a well-known rich doctor San Lin. 

But now, doctor Shanlin was trembling in fear as he read the news. 

A laboratory in that Eastern country had actually managed to cultivate wasabi that could survive in the 

desert. 

Wasabi was the main ingredient for making mustard. 

It was not easy to grow wasabi, but his company had mastered a special technique to grow wasabi, 

which allowed his company to make a lot of money. 
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If the monster could be planted in the desert, what did that mean? 

He could almost see the end of the Wagyu industry. 

However, it was rumored that the Wagyu industry had offended Linlin laboratory, which was why they 

had specially researched Wagyu. 

he had not offended the other party. he had been earning money quietly all this time and had never 

offended anyone. 

… 

After the Chinese Academy of Sciences transplanted the plants to the Tucker desert, the discussion 

about desert plants on the Internet became more and more heated. 

Especially the seedlings of watermelons, apples, rice, and leeks that had been transplanted to the 

desert. Not only did they not wither, but they also grew stronger and stronger. 

This undoubtedly proved that the plants cultivated by academician Qin little could really survive in the 

desert. 

In other words, as long as there were enough of these plants, they could really grow all over the desert 

and solve the desert problem. The idea of roasting leeks in the desert did not seem impossible. 

On this occasion, someone on the internet made a suggestion to let everyone vote together. They 

hoped that academician Qin would cultivate a plant that could survive in the desert next. 

This piqued the interest of all the netizens, and they began to actively participate. Not long after, a poll 

was published. 

… 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin got up early in the morning and saw Zhao Moxi scrolling through videos with great interest. 

hubby, you're amazing! she smiled when she saw that he had woken up. the internet is full of news 

about you! 

There was a proud look on her face. After all, her husband was about to solve the desert problem. He 

had cultivated so many plants that could survive in the desert. 

the entire internet was praising him. 

Qin Lin was very pleased with Zhao moyin's praise. Which man wouldn't feel anything when his wife 

praised him? 

not to mention his wife, even if it was a woman outside, even if it was a young lady in ragged clothes on 

the street, as a man, would he not feel satisfied when she praised him? 

"Honey, look at this." Zhao mochen suddenly handed his phone to Qin Lin. 

"What is it?" Qin Lin took the phone and was stunned for a moment. What the hell was this? 



It was still a video. However, there was a ranking on the video-"the plant you most want academician 

Qin to cultivate." 

On it were the crops that had the most votes. 

1. Pepper, 2. Cumin, 3. Eggplant, 4. Corn buns 

Qin Lin looked at these things in shock. 

When Minister Lu mentioned the pepper and cumin, it could be said that he had said it subconsciously. 

He had only agreed to it because he had a bad taste. 

Why did the netizens also want him to cultivate pepper and cumin? 

The key was that he subconsciously looked at his mind. In his mind, there were already new sprouts 

growing in the desert transformation. 

These sprouts were pepper. 

Ever since Minister Lu left, he had been trying to plant pepper plants but to no avail. He had not 

succeeded in the past ten days. Who knew that the ranking would appear on the internet as soon as he 

succeeded? 

Wasn't this a coincidence? 

But what the hell were the eggplants and corn crickets? 

Why did the scene look a little off? 

zhao moye said teasingly,"hubby, is this netizen thinking of having a barbeque in the desert?" Pepper, 

cumin, eggplant, and corn. Are they going to have a barbeque in the desert?" 

How could Qin Lin not understand? 

after all, eggplants and corn were essential ingredients for barbecue. 

Who would like to eat barbeque? other than meat, who would dare to say that they had never eaten 

roasted corn and roasted eggplant? 

"Honey, you're not really going to cultivate all these things, are you?" Zhao Moxi curiously hugged Qin 

Lin's arm and asked. 

"Maybe?" Qin Lin said with a faint smile. 

To be honest, with the desert transformation, this was not a problem for him. It all depended on 

whether he was willing to do it. 

however, since he had already chosen to have a bad taste and even made the pepper, he would just 

make all these things. 

When Zhao Moyu heard this, he seemed to be interested. "Honey, does that mean we can go to the 

desert for barbeque in the future?" 

"eh!" "By then, the desert wouldn't be a desert anymore, would it?" Qin Lin asked. 



"It seems so!" Zhao Moyu nodded seriously. 

The two of them washed up and went out. They saw Lin Fen taking care of little Qin Feng and even 

cooked him two eggs and a chicken leg. my good grandson, eat some eggs and chicken legs. Learn from 

professor Zhang and get 100 points! 

She knew professor Zhang's identity, so she cherished this opportunity even more than her grandson. It 

should be known that other than her grandson, there were not many children who could be taught by 

such a professor before they went to kindergarten. 

little qin feng did not like lin fen's words and asked, " "Grandma, do you think I'm a child?" 

"Aren't you?" Lin Fen asked. 

&Nbsp; " grandma, " Qin Feng said, " can I still get 100 marks even if I don't study and just sleep? " 

"？？？"when lin fen heard this question, she didn't know how to answer. 

It seemed that what his good grandson said made sense. 

Qin Lin and Zhao Moyu couldn't help but laugh when they heard the conversation between the two. 

It had to be said that little Qin Feng's words came from an amazing angle, but it was also very 

reasonable. 

After Qin Lin and his family had breakfast, Zhao mochen and Lin Fen also took little Qin Feng out of the 

inner area and to the manor Hall. 

After breakfast, it was also an activity for the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law to stroll around the 

manor. Naturally, the two of them would also bring little Qin Feng. 

Outside the hall, the two saw professor Zhang eating breakfast. 

Professor Zhang was also very comfortable during this period of time. After all, this was Linlin Manor. At 

first, he was called over by Minister Lu because he wanted to save face. 

Later, when she saw little Qin Feng's talent, she was attracted to him and saw his potential. After that, 

when she moved into the Linlin Manor, she felt that this life was really enjoyable. 

She had experienced the fish therapy in the manor and had eaten the food in the manor. She had also 

experienced the incense, environment, air, and temperature in the manor. 

There was really no place that could compare to Linlin Manor. 

it was no wonder that there were so many legends about the linlin manor in the outside world, and no 

wonder so many rich people wanted to live in the linlin manor. 

Unfortunately, money was not enough to live in the manor. 

However, because she had handed over little Qin Feng, she had the right to live here for a long time. 



She still remembered that she had only posted on her social media account that she had moved into 

Linlin Manor, and a few very rich people had expressed all kinds of envy, jealousy, and hatred in her 

social media account. 

Some people even doubted the authenticity of his moments. 

naturally, she would not explain this. however, she had to admit that compared to the outside world, 

linlin manor was like a paradise. 

"Professor Zhang, shall we take a walk together?" Zhao Moyu invited Professor Zhang politely. 

"Yes, let's go." Professor Zhang also smiled and agreed. 

She had lived here for a long time, so she knew the lady owner of the manor very well. She was a very 

kind woman with a very good personality. She was not calculative towards her friends and was very 

enthusiastic towards them ... 

Therefore, it was always a good thing to be friends with such a person in person. 

Otherwise, why would you be friends with someone who would badmouth you in front of others the day 

you lent him money? 

Professor Zhang came out with a smile. He also saw little Qin Feng and greeted him. 

rustle, rustle. little Qin Feng's good mood was instantly ruined. 

Ever since professor Zhang came, he had less time to play. 

After Zhao Moyu and Lin Fen left, Qin Lin also entered the workshop and entered the game with a 

thought. 

Since the pepper seeds had mutated successfully, he naturally had to transplant them. 

He also entered the ranch house and took out the flower pots that he had prepared. He then 

transplanted several pepper sprouts into them and brought them out of the game. 

After that, he gave Yu Shui a call and asked him to bring some people to transplant the pepper to the 

sand farm. 

After making arrangements for Yu Shui, he called Lin Lanzi's number. 

Linlin Scenic Area. 

Lin Lanzi had just finished a meeting with the people from the multimedia department. She had 

returned to the office to check the news. The content of the meeting was naturally about maintaining 

the popularity of the scenic Area. 

The Linlin Scenic Area had always maintained its popularity. Even though there were no activities or new 

projects in the area, the popularity was still very high, and this was all thanks to Lin Lanzi. 

Even if it didn't become popular, she would still create some popularity from time to time. At least, she 

couldn't let the scenic Area lose the popularity of netizens for a long time. 



she had finally understood the internet. 

"The internet is so interesting." lin lanzi had also seen the poll where the netizens wanted qin lin to 

cultivate plants. 

Pepper, cumin, eggplant, and corn? 

If his boss really cultivated these things, would these netizens still want to barbecue them in the desert? 

But in the blink of an eye, she thought of something. Her boss couldn't really be training these things, 

right? 

as soon as this thought came to her mind, she shook her head and wasn't sure. what if the boss really 

went to train these? 

She also knew that her boss seemed to be very obsessed with food. 

Just as she was thinking about it, her phone rang. She looked and saw that it was her boss. 

"Chairman Qin, do you have any orders?" Lin Lanzi immediately answered the call and asked 

respectfully. 

"President Lin, come to the manor. I need you to take a video as a response to the netizens," Qin ran 

said. 

"Respond to the netizens?" Lin Lanzi was surprised. She had a thought in her heart. Could it be that her 

boss was really going to cultivate things like pepper, so he specially responded? 

With doubts in her mind, she rushed to Linlin Manor as fast as she could. 

The moment she saw Qin Lin, she immediately asked, " "Chairman Qin, what kind of response video are 

you going to shoot?" 

"Isn't there a poll created by netizens online? we have to give them a response," Qin Lin said directly. 

"Chairman Qin, you're not really going to cultivate all those plants, are you?" Lin Lanzi asked in surprise. 

Which one do you plan to cultivate?" 

At this moment, Yu Shui, who had arrived first, came out with the pepper sprouts. 

Qin Lin immediately pointed to the flower pots and said, " the first type has been cultivated. Those are 

pepper sprouts. I called you here to film the process of these pepper sprouts being transplanted as a 

response to the netizens. We'll be cultivating more after that. 

what? " Lin Lanzi was instantly shocked. the already-cultivated mayfly has already been cultivated? " 

She was truly surprised. 

She knew that her boss was powerful, but wasn't he too powerful? 

She had thought that even if the boss wanted to satisfy these netizens 'bad taste, it would take a lot of 

time, right? 

Who would have thought that Huahua 



However, she soon saw the pepper sprouts. They didn't look like they had just been planted, but rather 

like they had been planted a long time ago. 

then, she was puzzled. could it be that chairman qin himself had such a bad taste? 

Then, her eyes lit up, and even the title appeared. 

academician Qin little will satisfy your desert barbecue dream! 

Chapter 1524 Academician Qin Knows Me Very Well! I've Given Too Much! 

When Lin Lanzi saw Yu Shui take the pepper sprouts away, she immediately told Qin Lin and chased 

after Yu Shui. 

She was very responsible for her work. Since she wanted the title, she naturally had to take a video of 

the pepper seedling transplant. 

"Mr. Lin!" Lanzi, " Yu Shui greeted Lin Lanzi respectfully. 

as the head of a department in linlin scenic area, he had a very high status in linlin scenic area. he was 

not inferior to the head of a department in the top 500 in the world. 

However, in Linlin Scenic Area, Lin Lanzi, the General Manager, was still the most powerful one. She was 

his immediate superior. 

Lin Lanzi also turned to Yu Shui. President Yu, Chairman Qin asked me to shoot a video about the pepper 

seedlings and upload it to the official account of the scenic Area. I'll ask the media department to come 

over later. I still need your cooperation. 

Yu Shui immediately nodded. President Lin, that's no problem. I'll follow your arrangements. 

Lin Lanzi also took out her phone and called the multimedia department. 

When the two of them arrived at the sand farm of the simulated desert, the people from the media 

department had already arrived. This showed that the people from the media department were very 

active. 

"President Lin, President Yu!" The head of the multimedia department was a supervisor. He immediately 

greeted the two of them when he saw them. 

Lin Lanzi instructed the other party,"I've already told you about the matter. President Yu and the others 

will cooperate with you." &Nbsp; 

"Okay, President Lin." The supervisor responded and began to set up the filming equipment in the 

surroundings. 

These people were obviously very enthusiastic. 

This was because they knew about the discussions on the internet and the ranking list. Pepper had really 

been cultivated. 

As long as one wasn't a fool, they could tell that this was a very good topic for those who played 

multimedia publicity. 
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Yu Shui led some people to start transplanting the pepper sprouts, trying to cooperate with the media 

department staff as much as possible. 

Therefore, not long after, a video was taken and uploaded to the official account of the scenic Area. 

During this time, the discussion about desert plants on the Internet had become more and more 

intense. 

Under this popularity, the one who benefited the most, other than Linlin company, was a blogger called 

Fengyun original entertainment. 

It was because the poll for the plants that hoped academician Qin little cultivated was created by this 

blogger. 

Naturally, the blogger of this account was not a person, but a media company. 

In this era of the internet, this was very common. After all, even Dongfang company had transformed 

into a media account. 

The boss of this company was called Lin Jin. When he arrived at the company early in the morning, he 

also gathered his employees for a daily morning meeting. 

After the morning meeting ended, he asked one of the people in charge, " "How's the popularity? How 

much traffic has been transferred to our account?" 

The supervisor immediately replied, " President Lin, it's very popular now. The discussion about the 

plants that academician Qin wants to cultivate is very enthusiastic. The votes have also been increasing. 

it's just that the netizens seem to be very obsessed with food. They hope that academician Qin's crops 

are like barbeque in the desert. 

" this bad taste is too strong. academician qin xiao probably wouldn't really cultivate these plants. if he 

really did, then the entire internet would be even more stirred up. " 

Lin Jin nodded. that's true. It's impossible for someone like academician Qin junior to have such a bad 

taste. A Big Shot should always have the reserve of a Big Shot, right? " 

His words received the support of the other employees. 

However, at this moment, an employee suddenly exclaimed, attracting everyone's attention. 

"president lin is in a meeting, why are you calling?" the supervisor frowned. 

The employee who exclaimed frowned. President Lin, I'm sorry. Quickly take a look at the latest news 

from the Linlin Scenic Area official account. Academician Qin has cultivated a new desert plant. 

The employee's expression was obviously a little strange, because he found that the instructions of the 

supervisor and the boss were completely wrong. 

When the others heard this, they immediately took out their phones and turned on mouyin. 

It was the same for Lin Jin. After opening the official account of Linlin Scenic Area, he saw a title that 

made him stunned: 



academician Qin little will satisfy your desert barbecue dream! 

What the hell? 

Although he had thought of something when he saw the video, he subconsciously couldn't believe it. 

When she clicked on the video, she saw that the people in Linlin Scenic Area were indeed transplanting 

plants. 

At this moment, a voice also appeared from the side. 

as everyone can see, this is the desert survival plant that academician Qin little cultivated. It's also the 

pepper that everyone hoped academician Qin little cultivated. 

After watching the video, Lin Jin exchanged an awkward look with the supervisor. 

The two of them had been analyzing the situation for a long time, and in the end, something that they 

thought was impossible had happened. 

This made them feel that they had lost face in front of their subordinates. 

What is academician little Qin doing? He actually went to cultivate pepper. 

It was completely beyond his expectations. 

And this 'pepper' was in first place on the poll that they had created. 

What did the title mean? 

Did academician Qin really want to cultivate all the things on this list and then plant them in the desert? 

Thinking of this, he couldn't help but think of an image. Would there really be activities like desert 

barbecue in the future? 

Not only Lin Jin, but countless people on the internet had already seen this headline. 

These people's faces all revealed a look of disbelief, or they didn't dare to believe it at all. 

Who would have thought that academician Qin little would really cultivate pepper? 

Even many of the netizens who participated in the voting felt a little confused. One had to know that 

they had participated in the voting for fun and were full of evil fun. 

Would academician Qin really cultivate all these crops? 

Soon, the Linlin Scenic Area gave the answer. 

A week later, Lin Lanzi and Yu Shui were at work as usual. Who knew that they would be called to Linlin 

Manor by their boss early in the morning? 

come with me. The cumin we've cultivated is almost done. We can transplant it to the sand farm. Qin Lin 

said as he beckoned to the two of them and walked into the inner area. 

This time, he was much luckier to plant cumin than pepper. It only took him a week to successfully 

mutate the pepper and germinate it in the desert transmogrification site. 



Since he had already removed the pepper, he naturally didn't mind removing the other ingredients on 

the list. 

Lin Lanzi opened her mouth and wanted to say something, but she didn't. She could only say that the 

boss's cultivation speed was faster than normal vegetable cultivation. 

Yu Shui also quickly brought some people to take away the cumin seeds. 

Lin Lanzi followed him and called the media staff over. Then, she repeated the work. 

Soon after, the video of academician Qin little successfully cultivating cumin was uploaded to the official 

account of the scenic Area. 

In a short time, the video went viral again. 

If pepper had only been amazed before, now there were people considering what kind of barbecue grill 

they should buy to barbecue in the desert. 

The related discussions spread to the entire Internet community. 

I suddenly realized that academician Qin is the most friendly academician. He really saw our votes. 

haha, I'm going to start stocking up on barbeque grills. I'll see which one is suitable for the desert! 

"Academician Qin knows me too well." 

Actually, I'm thinking about something. Since we want academician Qin to vote for plant cultivation, 

what if we vote for something else? " 

" that reminds me, so i suggest that little qin research a human-simulated doll, the kind that can give 

birth to children. " 

"？？？？" 

"？？？？" 

"？？？" 

"……" 

All of a sudden, the internet became even more lively. 

Lin Jin had already created a ranking list and had already taken advantage of the situation, so he 

immediately called for a meeting when he saw the discussion on the internet. 

That's right, they created a list of voting for the cultivation of plants, and academician Qin little saw it. 

Now, they have cultivated two kinds of plants, and they might cultivate more in the future. What if it 

was something else? 

Therefore, another ranking list appeared on the internet very quickly: 

[ what do you want academician Qin to research in the future? ] 

The following votes were shocking: 1. Iron Man Warframe, 2. Big white robot, 3. Dinosaur Pi Xiu. 



This was a f * cking fantasy product. 

If it was a Marvel movie, what about the Jurassic World? 

Linlin Manor Office. 

When Qin Lin saw the list, he fell into deep thought. The image of Elba the Goblin immediately appeared 

in his mind. 

he subconsciously locked the office door and entered the game with a thought. 

He entered Mount goddesses as fast as he could and headed towards the damp forest where the goblins 

were active. 

The gnomes seemed to have the greatest potential for this cheat. 

Soon, Qin Lin arrived at the damp forest. Unfortunately, he did not see the Goblin Elba, so he could only 

return to the ranch the way he came. 

When he exited the game, he received a call from Minister Lu. 

As soon as the call went through, Minister Lu's voice came over, " "Boss Qin, I'll have to bother you again 

tomorrow. This time, I've brought you an important guest." 

Qin Lin was confused when he heard this. 

Honored guest? 

This was the first time he heard Minister Lu use this term. He had brought many academicians here 

before, but he had never seen Minister Lu use this term. 

Now that Minister Lu used this word, it showed that this distinguished guest was really not ordinary. 

With this thought in mind, the second day came very quickly. 

qin lin received a call from minister lu at noon. the other party had already arrived in you city with the 

guest. 

at the same time, minister lu hung up the phone in a car heading towards you city. 

Sitting next to him was a foreign man in a white robe and a turban on his head. He had a string of 

expensive gem jewelry on his hands and neck. 

"Prince Tara, we're almost at you city." Minister Lu said to the foreign man beside him with a smile. 

he usually wouldn't bring foreigners to see boss qin. 

However, this person was different. He didn't have any bad intentions. His family had what they wanted. 

Furthermore, he had given them too much. 

Chapter 1525 Academician Qin Is! God? _1 

"Mr Lu, thank you so much for your recommendation this time." When Prince Tara heard Minister Lu's 

words, he also expressed his gratitude in a very fluent manner. 
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Minister Lu smiled and said, " Prince Tara, you don't have to thank me. After all, we made a deal. Also, 

it's up to you whether you can convince boss Qin. We can't make the other party make a decision. 

also, you city is a big scenic spot. You can enjoy it. It will surprise you. 

Prince Tara smiled. I know. You city has Optimus Prime and Megatron. I've seen them on the news. I 

think they're in a scenic spot. 

Minister Lu shook his head and said, " Prince Tara, as a scenic spot, you city isn't just Optimus Prime and 

Megatron. There are many other magical things about it. 

Looking at the you city sign, he smiled and said, " "Prince, please get ready. You will be able to 

experience the magic of you city soon." 

Prince Tala was a little confused. They were just entering a city, and a small county in this country. What 

was there to prepare? 

he had done some research on this country. a county-level city was just a small and remote place. 

Compared to Shanghai, an international city, the difference was like heaven and earth. 

however, as soon as this thought came to his mind, he quickly felt that something was wrong. 

This strange feeling stunned him. 

Then, he realized that it was the difference in the air. 

All of a sudden, he felt as if his nose was about to be cleared. 

This kind of air could not be felt in their country at all. 

In their country, their breathing was sometimes hot and dry, and their nostrils would hurt. 

"Mr. Lu, what's with the air?" Prince Tala was shocked. 

"Prince Tara, this is not the limit!" Minister Lu said with a smile. 

"？？？"Prince Tala was shocked. 

Such good air was not the limit. 

How good would the air be at the extreme? 

Very quickly, he felt it. 

The moment the car entered you city, the air quality seemed to make all the pores on his body open up 

and feel unobstructed. 

Tara's eyes widened. 

this kind of air quality could only be found in the legendary divine realm of their country, right? 

"Mr Lu, please tell me, why is the air so good?" Prince Tala asked in an almost pleading tone. 

Minister Lu smiled. this is naturally academician Qin's credit. He is a Magical Scientist! he said. 



"Academician Qin again?" Prince Tara exclaimed. Maybe he's not a scientist, maybe he's a God. It's not 

like the end of science is actually theology, or else how could he have done this?" 

"Eh!" Minister Lu didn't know how to answer. 

In modern society, there was no such thing as theology. 

Prince Tala was completely attracted to the scene outside. It was not just the air, but also the 

temperature and the lively scene on the streets. 

Everything was different from what he had imagined. It was not a remote place at all. Instead, it was 

very lively, even more lively than their country's capital. 

Soon, Prince Tara was brought to Linlin Manor. When the car was parked, Minister Lu smiled and said, " 

Prince Tara, please be prepared. The environment here should make you forget about returning, and 

even make you forget about your own palace. 

no, no, Mr. Lu. You have no idea how shabby my Palace is. Prince Tara suddenly stopped talking as soon 

as he got out of the carriage. 

Because he saw the scene in the manor. 

All around him were plants with game attributes, and all of them had attribute points that attracted 

attention, either +1 or +2, and also attribute points such as aesthetic value. 

The combination of these attributes created a perfect scenery. Almost no one who came in could turn 

their eyes away. 

People like Qin Lin, who had lived in the manor for a long time, might have become more resistant, but 

people who came in for the first time would definitely be deeply immersed. 

This was especially true for people like Prince Tala, who had not been baptized by the game's attributes. 

The impact was absolutely huge. 

this 'this' is so beautiful', " Prince Tara muttered to himself in disbelief. 

The scenery in front of him had completely captivated him. 

he finally understood what minister lu meant. he could not believe that there was such a beautiful place 

in the world. 

"Prince Tala, how does this place compare to your Palace?" Minister Lu looked at Prince Tara's shocked 

expression and asked with a smile. 

I've never seen such a beautiful place before! " Prince Tara said in! daze! my Palace is very luxurious, but 

compared to this place, it reminds me of the word 'country bumpkin' and 'tacky'! 

"This was also created by academician little Qin himself." Minister Lu said. 

"Ah!" Prince dala was shocked again,"isn't academician Qin a scientist?" Does he know how to build a 

Manor and how to design it?" 



minister lu smiled and said, " prince tara, you should read more about the international news. there was 

a food festival held here, and it was broadcast on the world news. academician qin is recognized as the 

god of cooking by the world's gourmets. even the best chefs in michelin are inferior to him. " 

in addition, academician Qin is also a very powerful Chinese medicine practitioner and a super awesome 

Beast Tamer! 

when prince tara heard this, he could not help but ask again, " "Mr. Lu, are you sure academician Qin is 

not a God? Can people really be that powerful?" 

Minister Lu did not know how to answer again. 

Why did this Prince of the oil country always want to treat boss Qin as a God? 

Even though boss Qin was really a God. 

He had no choice but to take Prince Tara to boss Qin's office. 

Qin Lin was surprised to see the people Minister Lu brought. 

looking at the other party's attire and the gems he was wearing, he could also guess his identity. he was 

a local tycoon. 

Naturally, the meaning of 'nouveau riche' was not the derogatory nouveau riche in China, but the true 

literal meaning. 

Minister Lu also introduced him to Qin Lin. boss Qin, let me introduce you. This is Prince Tala. He has a 

lot of oil fields under his name. 

"Eh!" Although Qin Lin had already guessed the other party's identity, it was too much for him to 

mention a lot of oil fields as soon as he opened his mouth. It was like he was introducing a lot of 

bicycles. 

Then, Minister Lu introduced to Prince Tara, " "Prince, this is academician Qin!" 

"My God, he's as young as the information says!" as if he had just seen his idol, prince tala grabbed qin 

lin's hand and said, " " professor qin junior, you're amazing. the key is that you're still so young. i've 

never seen someone as amazing as you in my life. " 

Qin Lin was a little embarrassed by the praise."Prince Tara, you're too kind." 

After Minister Lu introduced both parties, he also explained the purpose of his visit, " boss Qin, this time 

I'm here because Prince Tara has a favor to ask of you. You know, his hometown is full of desertification. 

More importantly, it's the same in his family's territory. So, he's here for this. 

Prince Tara also said directly, " academician Qin, we want to buy the pepper and cumin that you 

cultivate that can be grown in the desert. My family is willing to offer 20 billion. I know that according to 

your country, it is very vulgar to talk about money, but we really only have money! 

Qin Lin was dumbfounded by Prince Tala's opening words. 



Then, he realized that the other party was trying to throw money at him. But who said that talking about 

money was tacky? who dared to say that 20 billion was tacky? 

That was 20 billion. Even if he was the richest man in the country, would he dare to say that he was 

vulgar when faced with 10 billion in cash flow? 

That was 200 small targets. 

If this was tacky, then please be even more tacky. 

Although he didn't care about money, what were the calls and cumin from growing in the desert to him? 

It was just a thought to control the game character. 

But now, someone wanted to spend 20 billion to buy it. Wasn't this a great injustice? 

Moreover, he had no intention of making a profit from the pepper and cumin. In the future, he would 

plant them in the desert. Once they grew to a large scale, it would be easy for others to steal them. 

This was his contribution to mankind, as compensation for the destruction of Earth. 

Now, 20 billion was delivered to his door. 

There seemed to be a lot of such rich people on earth, right? 

Qin Lin didn't answer, but looked at Minister Lu, obviously asking for his opinion. 

"Boss Qin, Prince Tara's family is giving us too much!" Minister Lu said, embarrassed. 

It was obvious that they had reached an agreement. 

Therefore, he had nothing to say. He could only smile at Prince Tala and say, " Prince Tala, since you're 

here with such sincerity, and you're even brought here by Minister Lu, I naturally have to give you face. 

So, I'll agree to this deal. 

When Prince Tara heard this, he immediately stood up in excitement. "Really? Academician Qin, thank 

you so much." 

It was no wonder he was so excited. 

Before he came here, he had done some research on academician Qin junior and Lin Lin's laboratory. 

The information he obtained said that academician Lin Lin was not a bad person and had a bad opinion 

of foreign countries. No one had ever been able to get technology from them. 

But now, he had completed the deal so easily and achieved his goal. 

He found out that academician Qin and Linlin laboratory weren't as bad as what the international 

community said. Perhaps those people wanted to take advantage of him and didn't want to pay the 

price. 

If they spent money to buy it so decisively, wouldn't the other party just sell it? 



In the end, those people were definitely not willing to spend the money and wanted to take advantage 

of him. When they didn't take advantage of him, they would speak ill of him. This kind of person was 

really too despicable. 

Thinking that academician Qin was so easy to talk to, Prince Tara couldn't help but say to Qin ran, " 

"Academician Qin, I don't know if I can personally ask you for a favor. Can you help me cultivate a type 

of chicktooth bean? this kind of bean only exists in our country. I eat it the most. I don't feel hungry if I 

don't eat some for every meal, but it can't be grown in a desert environment." 

I've tried to grow them in other countries, but they didn't work either. If they did, the taste of the beans 

would change. So, I want to ask you to help me cultivate the chrysanthemums that can be grown in a 

desert environment. 

don't worry, money is not a problem. As long as you can help me grow the chicktooth beans, I'm willing 

to pay you another 10 billion. Really, I know it's very common, but I hope academician Qin doesn't mind. 

I really only have money, and only money can repay you. 

"Ran ran," Qin Lin was stunned. 

Have you ever heard of someone spending 10 billion just to eat a type of bean? 

anyway, he had seen it today. 

Qin Lin could only helplessly agree to Tara's impolite request. It was a piece of cake. 

however, he also said to prince tara, " Your Highness, I can try to help you grow it, but you have to give 

me some shadow ivory seeds first. Otherwise, I can't grow them out of thin air. 

Prince Tara did not hesitate and immediately agreed. academician Qin, don't worry. I've brought the 

chicktooth bean seeds. They're in my suitcase. I'll bring them to you later. 

It was obvious that the discussion was going well with the tycoon hitting 300 small targets. 

After that, Prince Tara also hurriedly followed Minister Lu to the car to get the chickpea seeds for Qin 

Lin. During the process, he did not forget to send a message to his family: 

"I've already made a deal with academician Qin. He's willing to sell the pepper and cumin to our family 

for 30 billion. This is a business deal for our family, so I can't pay for it. Father, please transfer the money 

as soon as possible." 

Chapter 1526 A Shocking Scenic Spot, The Absolute Number One In The World! 

After Prince Tara hung up the phone, he went to the car with Minister Lu in a happy heart. He took out 

his suitcase and took out the seeds of the chickpeas. 

After that, he went back to Qin Lin's office with Minister Lu. 

Along the way, he was still attracted by the scenery in the manor, and had an inexplicable feeling of 

wanting to stay here for a while. 

After returning to his office, Prince Tara gave Qin Lin the chicktooth beans he took out. 
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Qin Lin took the seed and looked at it. This Eagle ivory bean seed was a little different from the beans in 

his country. It was long and narrow, with a sharp beak, which looked like an eagle's beak. 

This was probably the origin of the name 'chicktooth bean'. 

prince tara couldn't help but say, " academician qin, your manor is so beautiful. i really want to live here 

for a while. is that okay? " 

"Eh!" Qin Lin smiled and said, " of course. Prince Tala, you're an important guest. I'll get someone to 

make the arrangements. Prince Tala, you can also go to the scenic Area and have some fun. I'm sure you 

won't be disappointed. 

Then, he called Gao Yaoyao and asked her to arrange a place for Prince Tara and Minister Lu to stay. 

since prince tala was here, minister lu could not go back. he had to accompany him. 

Gao Yaoyao arrived very quickly. 

It was not Minister Lu's first time in the manor. He immediately welcomed Prince Tara to the hall. 

qin lin naturally took the seed back to the inner area of the manor. he entered the workshop, locked the 

door, and looked at the attributes of the seed. 

[ hawkfang bean seed: normal ] 

[ this is a seed unique to a certain oil country. It is very difficult to plant and difficult to survive in other 

places. After cooking it, it has a special taste and is deeply loved by some of the nobles in a certain oil 

country with heavy tastes. ] 

qin lin brought the chickpeas into the game and asked the game characters to plant them in the desert. 

whether they succeeded or not depended on luck. 

Naturally, he also brought some back and planned to plant them. After all, he had to put on a show. 

On the other side. 

Prince Tala and Minister Lu had also finished their registration in the manor Hall and were arranged to 

have their rooms. 

before minister lu entered the room, he didn't forget to say, " Prince Tala, you'll be even more surprised 

when you enter the room. 

Prince Tala could not wait to hear this. With his previous experience, he was looking forward to what 

Minister Lu would say. 

Soon, he entered the room. The moment he entered, he felt the abnormal temperature inside. The 

temperature inside was very comfortable. 

The air conditioner seemed to be on. 

However, he immediately felt that something was wrong. 



there was a special feeling when the air conditioner was on. it was different from the normal 

temperature. 

The temperature in the room was not maintained by the air conditioner. 

He immediately searched the room and found something unusual. The air conditioner was not on, but 

the temperature was maintained well. 

This was definitely not a normal situation. 

He knew that there must be a reason for this, so he immediately turned on his phone to check the 

internet. A moment later, he saw a plant in the room. 

As expected, there were blue and red leaves on the plant, and the blue leaves were glowing. 

"This is the constant temperature grass?" Prince Tala was surprised. 

It was said on the internet that this was also a magical plant cultivated by academician Qin. 

Really, in his heart, he felt that academician Qin was really a God, the God of plants. He could really 

cultivate any kind of plant. 

It could change the air and the temperature. 

If this wasn't a God, then what was? 

When he left the room, Minister Lu was already waiting for him. "prince tala, shall we go to the scenic 

area? This Scenic Area was also built by academician Qin." 

Prince Tala immediately said in high spirits, " "Of course we have to check it out. I believe that 

academician Qin's place won't be disappointing." 

Minister Lu immediately invited Prince Tara to leave the manor and go to Linlin Scenic Area. 

Once they arrived at the entrance of the scenic Area, there was a long queue. Countless tourists were 

waiting to take a photo with Optimus Prime and Megatron. 

Prince Tala was immediately attracted by the two tall figures and immediately pulled Minister Lu over. 

Minister Lu wore a mask. Even if he often appeared on camera, no one would recognize him. As for 

Prince Tara, no one would recognize him. 

Moreover, there were many foreign tourists in the scenic Area, so it would not attract too much 

attention. No one would know that he was a real nouveau riche. 

Prince Tala lined up curiously. He had seen the video of Optimus Prime and Megatron dealing with 

Pirates, so he had long been curious about these two big guys. 

From afar, he could hear Optimus Prime and will's conversation. 

"Optimus Prime, there seem to be a lot of tourists today. I hope there aren't any ill-mannered tourists." 

Wei zhentian, you don't have to worry about these problems. The quality of the tourists in our Scenic 

Area is very high ... 



Optimus Prime, you said it yourself. If there are any ill-mannered tourists, I will kill them. If you dare to 

stop me, I will kill you too. 

no, no, no, Wei zhentian. You'll lose your job if you do this. 

"……" 

Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian were not only conversing, but they were also making all sorts of 

movements. Towards the end, Wei zhentian even pulled out the huge axe from his back. 

Optimus Prime also unsheathed his great sword. 

This scene made Prince Tala exclaim in wonder. It was even more amazing than the conversation 

between Optimus Prime and Megatron in the movies. 

soon, prince tala arrived in front of optimus prime and megatron. it was his turn to take a photo with 

them. 

However, when he got closer and saw the towering pillar that held up the sky and Wei zhentian, he was 

even more shocked. He felt that he was somewhat small. 

More importantly, the metallic luster on the two big fellows was really pure metal, unlike the fake sky-

supporting pillars and megatons in other places. 

Even global corporation itself could not make such a real Optimus Prime and Megatron. 

The metallic texture and the friction between the metal when he moved was simply shocking. 

"Human, What are you looking at? Do you want to take a photo together?" Optimus Prime seemed to 

have noticed that Prince Tara was a foreign friend, so he lowered his head and asked. 

prince tala reacted and immediately replied, " yes, Mr. Optimus Prime. I'm very honored to be able to 

take a photo with you. 

Optimus Prime did not expect his foreign friend to be so polite. He smiled and said, " "Human, it's my 

honor to be able to take a photo with you." 

prince tala took a photo with the two big guys in high spirits. when they walked into the scenic area, 

minister lu said, " Prince Tara, these two Optimus Prime and Megatron are only in charge of taking 

group photos. There's another two Optimus Prime and Megatron in charge of battle performances in 

the square inside. Do you want to go and see? " 

Prince Tala immediately asked,"is it like the way we dealt with the Pirates?" I'm really curious." 

Minister Lu smiled and took Prince Tara to the battle performance square of Optimus Prime and 

Megatron. 

Soon, Prince Tala saw the two big guys fighting with a sword and an axe, which shocked him even more. 

Prince Tara suddenly felt that the beautiful country that claimed to be the hegemon and claimed to be 

the world's most technologically advanced country seemed to be inferior to this scenic spot. 

perhaps, the technology of this eastern country had already surpassed that of the beautiful country. 



After Prince Tara finished watching the battle performance, he said with some reluctance, " Mr Lu, I'm 

looking forward to this scenic spot more and more. Let's go enjoy other things, shall we? " 

"Then how about we go to the ranch?" Minister Lu asked with a smile. The ranches in the scenic Area 

are very beautiful and there are many magical animals. I'm sure you won't be disappointed." 

Prince Tara nodded. I've been to the most famous ranches in the United States. The scenery there was 

indeed amazing. But I have a feeling that the most famous ranches in the United States can't compare to 

this place. 

"That's for sure," Minister Lu replied with certainty. 

He took Prince Tara on a tour bus to the scenic Area. When they entered the scenic Area, he had been 

paying attention to Prince Tara's expression. 

Just as he expected, the moment Prince Tala entered the farm, his expression turned into shock, and his 

mouth was wide open. 

This made him reveal a smile. It was completely within his expectations. 

He even had the thought that in the future, the foreign guest would also have to come to the scenic 

Area for a visit. Those people would probably look like Granny Liu entering the Grand View Garden, 

right? 

This was especially so for those who looked down on the developers of their National Scenic spots. 

When the time came, they would take photos and send them to the other party. 

Wouldn't that be a bad taste? 

Prince Tala was indeed attracted to the ranch as soon as he entered. He felt refreshed and suddenly 

enlightened, as if the whole world had changed. 

This was because the dog tooth grass in this farm had the attributes of green grass fragrance +2, open-

minded +2, relaxed and happy +2, and viewing ability +2. 

Who could resist the attributes formed by the patch of dog's tooth grass? 

Mr. Lu, " Prince Tara exclaimed. as soon as I entered the farm, I knew it was far better than the most 

famous farm in America. 

Minister Lu nodded with a smile. 

He was very sure and confident about Linlin Ranch. There was no other Ranch in the world that could 

compare to this. 

prince tala seemed to be in a good mood. he immediately walked to the ticket inspection office at the 

entrance and smiled at the ticket seller inside."Madam, I plan to invite all the tourists in the scenic Area 

to play today. Their tickets are all on me." 

This was also his habit. When he was in a good mood, he wanted to pay for everyone. 

"Ah?" The ticket inspector inside looked at the foreign tourist in front of him, dumbfounded. 



for a moment, he didn't know how to deal with it. 

It was clearly her first time encountering such a situation. 

He had watched the movie and knew about the joke of young master Zhao paying the bill. 

However, she didn't expect to meet this kind of tourist in the scenic Area who had to buy tickets for all 

the tourists. 

Minister Lu did not expect Prince Tara to do this. 

If it was a friend or someone from the country, he would definitely try to persuade the other party, but 

the other party was a rich man like Prince Tala. He could give up 300 small targets at any time, so as long 

as the other party was happy, it was fine. 

Worried that the other party would waste money? In that case, it would be more practical to worry 

about whether she could afford to eat meat tonight. 

Chapter 1527 Earning Money Or Spending Money Faster? _1 

Minister Lu also smiled and said to the ticket seller inside, " MA 'am, you can just contact President Lin. 

Just tell him that my surname is Lu and I'm a friend of your boss. This foreign friend is not joking. 

The salesperson opened her mouth. She felt that she had either really met a Big Shot or met a lunatic. 

But he couldn't afford to offend the tourists, so he had no choice but to call his supervisor and report, " 

supervisor, there's a foreign tourist here who wants to buy tickets for all the tourists today and give 

them project tickets. Mr. Lu vouched for him and said that he's a friend of the boss. He asked us to 

contact President Lin. 

In the scenic Area. 

A supervisor was a little stunned when he received a call from his subordinate. 

It was the first time he had encountered such a thing. 

how could it happen in a scenic area? 

He felt that there was a high possibility that the visitors were joking, but the other party mentioned Mr. 

Lin, so he wasn't sure. He could only take out his phone and contact Lin Lanzi. 

Lin Lanzi was also stunned when she received the news. 

The Linlin Scenic Area could now receive 70000 tourists a day. 

The entrance ticket for each visitor was 150 yuan. 

The entrance ticket was actually a kind of fee for harvesting leeks. 

The Linlin Scenic Area was not originally intended to be set up, but the tourism Department had no 

choice but to set it up. 

because this was a rule set by the higher-ups. 
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Now, the average entrance ticket to a 5A scenic area had reached 110 Yuan. Although Linlin Scenic Area 

was not a 5A scenic area, it would only be promoted to 5A next year at the stipulated time. 

however, the entrance ticket for such a tourist attraction was 150 yuan. 

Of course, the Linlin Scenic Area could not be set up, but the higher-ups wanted to fine them for 

disrupting the market, which was a pain in the ass. 

Some people even looked for Minister Lu and asked him to pass on a message, hoping that the scenic 

Area would cooperate with the work. 

There was no need for the scenic Area to go against the tourism Department for such a small matter. 

This was how society worked. Sometimes, one had no choice. 

Therefore, the entrance tickets for visitors alone cost more than 10 million a day. 

In addition to the other attractions, a tourist would have an average of three attractions a day. 

After a careful calculation, the total cost might be more than 35 million. 

Which nouveau riche could afford to buy tickets for the entire event? 

Even if he could afford it, he couldn't bear to. 

However, the other party mentioned the boss and his name was Lu. She guessed that the guarantor was 

Minister Lu. 

Therefore, she cautiously called her boss and reported the matter to Qin Lin. 

qin lin was also stunned when he received the news. the first thing he thought of was prince tara and 

minister lu. 

Therefore, he also gave chief Lu a call. After confirming it, he directly replied to Lin Lanzi, " "president 

lin, if that person wants to send us off, then let him!" 

Lin Lanzi asked subconsciously,"Chairman Qin, it's going to be over 35 million on that day!" &Nbsp; 

Mr. Lin, " Qin Lin said with a smile, " that poor man is so poor that he only has money left. He's someone 

who can easily throw away 300 small targets. Do you think he would care about 35 million? " 

"Ah?" Lin Lanzi was a little shocked when she heard this. 

It was understandable if one was poor and only had money left. Many rich people were poor and only 

had money left. 

However, casually throwing out 300 small targets was really too shocking. That was 30 billion. Even the 

rich who were so poor that they only had money left would not have the courage to create such a thing. 

However, she knew that her boss would not speak without thinking. 

Lin Lanzi was really shocked after hearing her boss's words. She didn't dare to hesitate and went to 

Linlin Ranch personally to see Minister Lu. 



When the ticketing staff saw Lin Lanzi, she immediately went forward and pointed at Prince Tara. Mr. 

Lin, it's this gentleman who wants to give free and project tickets to all tourists. 

Lin Lanzi looked at Prince Tara and then at Minister Lu. 

Chief Lu naturally knew Lin Lanzi, the person-in-charge of the scenic Area, so he nodded at her. "This is 

Mr. Tara." 

it was obvious that lin lanzi was not qualified to know prince tala's identity. 

Lin Lanzi immediately understood. She walked to Prince Tala and asked, " "Mr. Tara, are you really going 

to give free tickets and project tickets for today's tour? This will require a lot of money, possibly more 

than 35 million!" 

Prince Tala did not care at all. my lady, I never care about money. I only care about whether I'm happy 

or not. What I'm doing now makes me very happy, so I want to pay as soon as possible. 

This stance was forthright. 

"Eh!" Lin Lanzi's eyes widened slightly when she heard this. 

She had really been fooled by the other party. 

However, when she heard the boss talk about the 300 small targets, she felt that he seemed to have the 

right to say that. 

she could only call the finance of the scenic area and confirm with prince tala again. then, she signed the 

contract with the other party and finally asked the other party to transfer the money. 

She was also very direct. Since this person was really a super-rich person, why was there a need to be 

polite? 

Prince Tala was even more impolite and paid the bill directly. 

As for why he had so much money in the country, and why Minister Lu had personally brought him here, 

it was obvious. 

Soon, the finance department of the scenic Area received the transfer message. 

Lin Lanzi also said to Prince Tara respectfully, " don't worry, Sir. The entrance and project tickets for our 

Scenic Area will be free to each tourist once today. 

Prince Tala was obviously in a good mood after the treat. He walked directly into the ranch with Minister 

Lu. 

very quickly, he was once again attracted by the animals in the farm. 

Whether it was the happy elephant or the gym pig, they all shocked him. 

Chapter 1528 Earning Money Or Spending Money Faster? _2 

… 

At the entrance of Linlin Scenic Area. 
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there were still tourists who bought tickets to enter the park and prepared to take photos with optimus 

prime and megatron. 

Chen Hui and Wang Jun were the same. 

the two of them were classmates, best friends, and even deskmates. they had been on very good terms 

since junior high. 

The two of them went to the ticket window to buy tickets immediately. 

At this moment, the two of them heard the conductor say, " two beautiful ladies, please show me your 

ID cards. With your ID cards, you can get a free entrance ticket today, and the game you're playing will 

also be free once. 

"Ah, really?" Chen Hui was pleasantly surprised by this. 

wang jun was the same. she didn't expect such a good thing to happen. 

The two of them looked at each other with joy on their faces. They thought that this must be another 

event, and they were the lucky ones. 

However, just as the two of them were thinking about this, they heard a cry of surprise from the window 

next to them. really? the tickets and the events today are all free? " 

Immediately after that, the surrounding Windows began to ring out in succession. 

The tourists who bought the tickets were surprised to find that the ticket seller told them that the 

tickets were free and that the events they played today were free. 

The tourists around them were all surprised and confused. 

In fact, even the ticket seller was a little confused. Suddenly, he received an emergency notice from his 

supervisor in his headset. All tourists 'tickets today were free. All tourists who were playing today would 

also have a free ticket. 

This was really sudden. 

Almost at the same time, the sound system that was originally playing the sound of the tree rang out, " I 

have good news for everyone. Today, a mysterious VIP has paid for all the entrance tickets and the 

tickets for today's events. 

When the news came out, all the tourists were in an uproar. 

"F * ck, what did I just hear? It's one thing for the master to pay for the night club, but there's also one 

in this Scenic Area?" 

"It's awesome to pay the bill like this in a Scenic Area, okay? I heard that the Linlin Scenic Area can 

accommodate 70000 people a day, that's more than 10 million, okay? how much does it cost if we 

include the tour?" 

"Isn't this too awesome? Which nouveau riche has come to this Scenic Area?" 

"……" 



In an instant, the entire Linlin Scenic Area was filled with voices of joy, disbelief, and shock. 

Moreover, almost at the same time, many tourists 'mobile phones rang. It was the sound of receiving a 

message, and the content of the message was about the refund request of Linlin Scenic Area. 

This was because many of the tourists had already bought the tickets and even the project tickets. Now, 

they had all been refunded. 

This caused an even greater sensation. Furthermore, it quickly spread on the internet and became the 

hottest topic of the day, going straight to the hot search. 

The netizens were all shocked. 

f * ck, there are so many tourists at Linlin Scenic Area every day. Which rich man is this? " 

"What a loss. I wanted to go to Linlin Scenic Area, but it was delayed by two days because of 

something." 

f * ck! This is another version of young master Zhao paying the bill. 

"……" 

It could be said that in a short period of time, the entire internet was discussing this matter. In the 

modern and exaggerated society, money and local tyrants were sometimes the topics of everyone's 

attention. This was because other than jealousy, there was also envy. 

This was the reason why a young master seeking a position could be on the hot search list by spending 

millions of Yuan in a bar on the internet. 

Now, the rich man in Linlin Scenic Area was not just spending a few million Yuan. 

Soon, someone who was doing the revenue analysis of the scenic Area began to calculate. They actually 

found out that this mysterious guest had spent more than 35 million Yuan in one go. 

Clearly, this person's analytical ability was really strong, and his guess was basically correct. 

This time, the discussion on the internet became even more intense. Spending 35 million at once to pay 

for everyone was more shocking than earning a small goal. 

After that, another expert came out to analyze. this might be an event organized by Linlin Scenic Area. It 

cost 35 million Yuan. It's not a big loss to the scenic Area, but it can be exchanged for such popularity. 

This is better than any advertisement, and it can be discussed so much. 

Surprisingly, many people agreed with this. 

Unfortunately, this guess was quickly proven wrong. 

Because Prince Tala went to the scenic Area again the next day, he was trapped in the scenic Area on 

the first day. 

The next day, he slept early and went to the scenic Area. This time, he was going to drift. 

The drifting project was supported by the happiness stone in the contract. 



When one entered the drifting River, they would be affected by their attributes and forget all their 

worries, leaving only happiness and childlike fun. 

Prince Tala did not know how to describe the feeling. He only knew that it was completely different from 

the drifting he had played before. 

As soon as he entered the river, he was engrossed in it. Furthermore, he noticed that everyone around 

him was extremely happy and had a lot of fun, so he couldn't help but join in. 

He had never had so much fun before. He even wanted to have more at the end. 

Therefore, he was happy again today. 

"I'm even happier than winning a few hundred million at the casino." She excitedly shouted to the staff 

member beside her, " your drifting project is incredible. I had so much fun today, and I'm coming to drift 

again tomorrow. Also, I'm giving away tickets and attractions for today's visitors. 

"？？？"The staff member was just an old man who was tidying up the kayaks. He had never seen such 

a scene before and was immediately stunned. 

The uncle felt like he had met a lunatic. He ignored Prince Tara and walked away. 

This made Prince Tala feel awkward. 

Minister Lu had no choice but to call Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin was in the office controlling his game character to pick up some mountain products. Today, he 

was lucky to have picked new mountain products, and they were all new. 

He was surprised to receive a call from Minister Lu. Wasn't he playing with the Prince? 

It was also the first time he saw Minister Lu being so enthusiastic, but it was not strange when he 

thought about the oil fields in Prince Tara's house. 

boss Qin, " Minister Lu explained, " can you ask President Lin to come over? Prince Tara is having a good 

time drifting. He's going to give out tickets to today's tourists and events again. 

Qin Lin was stunned. what's going on? does this Prince have money but nowhere to spend it? " 

boss Qin, " Minister Lu said seriously, " do you think money will come out of the oil field every day while 

you're sleeping on the oil field? do you think it's faster to spend money or to spend money on the oil 

field? " 

"Eh!" Qin Lin really thought about this question seriously. 

If he didn't spend money on purpose and just spent money under normal circumstances, even if he 

spent his days drinking and drinking, playing the world's best parties, playing with world-class 

celebrities, and drinking world-class wine and cheese, it seemed that the speed at which he was pouring 

money out of the oil field would not be so fast. 

If the other party had two, three, or four kasayas, it would be a different story. 

Therefore, Qin Lin could only call Lin Lanzi again and ask her to deal with it. 



Lin Lanzi was equally confused. 

it was understandable that such a rich man would be willing to spend 35 million to treat the tourists to a 

game. however, he had just spent 35 million yesterday, and now he was asking for another 35 million 

today. he really didn't treat money as money at all. 

However, since her boss had called her personally, she could only do as she was told and take the 

finance department to find Prince Tala. 

Prince Tala paid the money without hesitation and did not forget to praise, " " madam, the drifting in 

your scenic area has really made me feel what true happiness is. i've never been so happy in my life! " 

"Sir, it's best if you have a good time!" Lin Lanzi said with a smile. 

Mr. Lin, " Minister Lu said, " please arrange fairy tale mountain for Mr. Tara tonight. Let him experience 

the romance of the scenic Area and the shocking sunrise in you city. 

"Alright, I'll get someone to arrange it immediately!" Lin Lanzi immediately replied. 

This kind of rich man who could have Minister Lu's company was definitely not a simple person. He 

naturally could not neglect him. As for the arrangement at fairy tale mountain, he could just let the 

other party live in the inner area of the greenhouse community. It was just a phone call. 

Soon, the tourists in Linlin Scenic Area received a message. 

When they saw the content of the message, everyone was surprised. The tickets and the cost of the trip 

to the Linlin Scenic Area had been refunded. 

Some people even returned a few thousand Yuan because he had a few female companions with him. 

He had spent all the money on the tickets and project tickets. Naturally, the money would not be spent 

in vain, unless it was for something else. 

The tourist area had returned the money. The tourists thought of something and began to ask the other 

tourists around them. 

In a short time, whether it was the scenic Area or you city, there were clamoring and surprised voices. 

Linlin Scenic Area also refunded the tourists at the same time. 

Everyone understood now. The mysterious guest had paid the bill again, right? 

Oh my God, which rich man was this? 

Chapter 1529 The Legendary Magnolia Flower Spice 

The netizens were indeed attracted by Prince Tara's behavior. 

Why did that young master Wang have so much traffic back then? wasn't it because he was too 

extravagant and was the king of pretentiousness for a period of time? 

However, what was young master Wang's behavior compared to what Prince Tara was doing now? 
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Which rich man would be willing to throw away 35 million a day without any benefits? Even pittma was 

not willing to do it. 

During the great disaster, pittma's company had only donated 200 million Yuan, and it was the third 

most donated company in the country. 

This was because it could be done for the people at the top to see, and it could also gain traffic. 

Prince Tala had lost more than 70 million for nothing. 

If he was willing to open an account on the internet and reveal his identity, he could easily publicize the 

300 small targets. His fans would increase rapidly, and that young master Wang would be left behind 

tens of thousands of kilometers away. 

He didn't have to do too many things. After he returned, he would share his daily life, take pictures of 

his bed made of gold, toilet made of gold, and show off the gold bars in his vault. He would make sure 

that every video would be a hot search. 

His life was the envy and dream of 90% of the world's people. 

Qin Lin didn't pay attention to the situation on the internet. Even though 90% of humans envied people 

like Prince Tala, there were still some who didn't envy him. Some people even felt that Prince Tala's life 

was soulless. 

At least, he wasn't envious. He was part of the 10%. 

after finding new mountain products in the mountain goods area, he controlled his game character to 

return to the farm, then locked the office door and entered the game. 

He also saw the new attributes of the mountain products: 

[ magnolia spice: special! ] 

[ this is a very special spice that has a special effect when used with cooking: Delectable +1, various 

fragrances +1 ] 

When Qin Lin saw the note, he thought of a banana mentioned by Jiu Ge. It was called Magnolia spice. 

The Xin Yi spice was not only famous during the Warring States period, but also during the Han Dynasty. 

It was even a legendary item on the Silk Road. 

On the Silk Road, these things could be exchanged for cities. 

Qin Lin didn't know if the legend was true, but he was sure of one thing. This thing seemed pretty good. 

Otherwise, there wouldn't be a legend about it being able to be exchanged for a city. 

moreover, looking at the attributes, it was definitely a treasure for a foodie, or to cultivate his cooking 

skills. 

Although he was now regarded as the God of Cookery outside and could make +4 deliciousness and 

even glowing beef, that could only be done under special circumstances. After all, only high-quality beef 

could be made at the food Festival. 



Otherwise, he wouldn't be able to make food with +4 deliciousness. He could only make food with +3 

deliciousness. 

Now that he had the Magnolia flower spice, which had the +1 deliciousness and +1 various fragrances, 

wouldn't he be able to make +4 delicious food? 

Thinking of this, Qin Lin was eager to try. 

He had tasted the +4 deliciousness before, so he naturally wanted to try more. However, before that, he 

couldn't do anything even if he wanted to. He couldn't just hold a special food Festival just to make A +4 

deliciousness beef, right? 

But it was different now. He could just rely on the Magnolia spice. 

After all, he still had the special Emperor's medicinal cuisine. The medicinal cuisine made with quality 2 

ingredients could make deliciousness +3 and special medicinal cuisine fragrance +2. 

If he added this spice, would he be able to make a dish with +4 deliciousness and +3 special medicinal 

cuisine attributes? 

Qin Lin thought of something and logged out of the game. He also brought out some Magnolia spices 

and went straight to the kitchen. Because of the emperor's Supreme medicinal cuisine, he often planted 

those crops in the game. 

He would also keep the grade 2 ones often. 

After all, he would often want to eat a Grade 3 medicinal cuisine. 

"Chairman Qin, are you going to cook again today?" Master Lin said in surprise when he saw Qin Lin. 

"Yes, Master Lin. Please help me take out the ingredients that I've prepared earlier!" Qin Lin nodded. 

"Sure, Chairman Qin." Master Lin's eyes lit up. 

naturally, he knew what his boss was talking about. he was talking about the ingredients for the herbal 

cuisine. 

In other words, his boss was going to make medicinal cuisine again. 

He knew very well how delicious his boss's medicinal cuisine was. It was definitely a delicacy that no 

chef in the world could make. 

More importantly, the boss often showed it to him, but he couldn't learn it. Not only him, but even the 

world-class Michelin Masters couldn't learn it. 

It could be said that he had yet to see any chef who could learn it. 

Master Lin immediately went to the ingredient warehouse and took out the ingredients needed to make 

the herbal dish. 

"Chairman Qin, have you settled it now?" he asked Qin ran as soon as he came out. 



qin lin nodded and went up to help. he was no worse than master lin when it came to handling these 

ingredients. 

After the ingredients were dealt with, Master Lin started to heat up the pot again and started to deal 

with the ingredients. 

He was very familiar with these steps, but it was a pity that he couldn't make it as delicious as his boss's. 

Qin Lin also started to heat up the pot after processing half of the ingredients. Then, he put the 

ingredients into the pot. Finally, he took out a quality 2 fish and cut it into pieces before putting it into 

the pot. 

he was naturally very familiar with making medicinal cuisines, and he quickly put the medicinal herbs 

into the pot one by one. 

In just a short while, the entire kitchen was filled with a strong medicinal fragrance. 

Master Lin felt refreshed and energetic when he smelled the medicinal fragrance. 

Chapter 1530 The Legendary Magnolia Spice (2) 

This was the feeling. 

He would never be able to make such a medicinal fragrance. 

This time, Master Lin realized that the steps seemed to be different. He saw his boss open the lid of the 

pot and put in some kind of powder. 

Master Lin was stunned when he saw this. 

!! 

A moment later, the medicinal fragrance that drifted out suddenly increased and became even stronger. 

Just the smell alone made it even more attractive. 

Qin Lin quickly made a pot of medicinal cuisine. When he got the cooking scroll, the cooking skill was 

imprinted into his cells, so he was naturally familiar with it. 

After braising for a while, the herbal dish was ready to be served. Qin Lin took a sip and his eyes lit up as 

soon as the soup entered his mouth. 

There was no mistake about the taste. The feeling of his taste buds exploding and his hair standing on 

end was too wonderful. 

Just like the previous +4 deliciousness beef, this pot of medicinal cuisine was deliciousness +4. 

There was also that special medicinal fragrance. That extremely fragrant and attractive feeling had 

definitely reached +3. 

What would happen if he had +4 deliciousness and +3 special medicinal fragrance? Even Qin Lin himself 

couldn’t resist the temptation. He directly filled a bowl and ate it with great relish. 
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He had a cheat on him and was used to eating good food. Only this +4 delicacy could make him unable 

to stop. 

When Master Lin saw this, he also went up and got a bowl to eat. However, with just one mouthful, his 

eyes widened. The taste was so stimulating that he almost bit his tongue. 

it was indeed more delicious than the medicinal cuisine from before. it was simply a level higher. 

the boss’s cooking skills were really amazing. it was as if there was no end to it, and it would reach a 

higher level after a while. 

After finishing the bowl of medicinal cuisine, Qin Lin also instructed Master Lin, ” Master Lin, please take 

this pot of herbal dish out and prepare a portion for Minister Lu and Prince Tara later. 

“Okay, boss.” Master Lin nodded. After eating the herbal dish in the bowl, he personally took it out of 

the pot and carried it out. 

… 

After Prince Tala paid the bill, he went to drifting’s bathroom with Minister Lu to have a good bath. 

After that, he went to the manor together. 

As soon as they entered the hall, the two of them also smelled the fragrance of medicine. 

Master Lin had already moved the medicinal dishes to the main hall. 

“The emperor’s Supreme medicinal cuisine.” minister lu knew what it was the moment he smelled the 

medicine. 

He knew about this herbal dish and had even eaten it before. He also knew that only boss Qin could 

make such an attractive herbal dish with such a strong herbal fragrance. 

otherwise, even the chefs at the national banquet in the capital couldn’t make it. 

prince tara even exclaimed, ” “Mr Lu, this smell is so good. What is this delicious food today?” 

At that moment, Gao Yaoyao walked over and said, ” ” minister lu, prince tala, we have prepared a 

special dinner for you. please come this way. ” 

Minister Lu immediately followed. 

He wasn’t a foodie, but if it was a medicated diet made by boss Qin himself, it was an exception. 

The two of them were led to a table by Gao Yaoyao. There was already a bowl of Emperor’s Supreme 

medicinal cuisine on the table. Other than that, there were other side dishes, all of which were made by 

Master Lin with high-end ingredients. 

Although it was definitely far inferior to the emperor’s Supreme medicinal cuisine, a meal couldn’t have 

only one medicinal cuisine. 

Gao Yaoyao personally laid out the utensils for them. 



After all, these two distinguished guests needed her, the manor’s Service Manager, to personally serve 

them. 

Prince Tala couldn’t wait any longer. Just the smell of the medicine was enough to attract him. He knew 

it was the most delicious thing in the world. 

minister lu was the same … 

he had tried boss qin’s herbal dishes a few times, but this time, the herbal fragrance was stronger than 

before. in other words, boss qin’s herbal dishes were more delicious this time. 

This was not impossible. Boss Qin was the God of Cooking recognized by the world’s gourmets. He could 

even make glowing food. 

He immediately took a bowl and tasted it. With just one mouthful, his face revealed a look of disbelief. 

As expected, it was so good. Moreover, it was simply a level better. 

“Ah!” ah! Prince Tala exclaimed and looked embarrassed because he bit his tongue. The herbal dish was 

too delicious. He had never eaten such attractive and delicious food. 

So, he ate too quickly and accidentally bit his tongue. 

however, he couldn’t care about that anymore and continued to eat. with such a delicious taste, how 

could he care about such a small thing? even if it was really painful. 

After he finished the herbal dish, he turned to Gao Yaoyao and said impatiently, ” Madam, I want to tip 

your chef. Please ask the chef to come over and tell him that I want to give him a tip of 10 million Yuan. 

It was obvious that the Prince was about to start being extravagant again, but he was really too happy, 

too happy, because this was definitely the best meal he had ever had in his life. 

No matter who it was, he would tip them generously if they made him feel this way for the first time. 

The only difference was the amount of tips. 

But in this magical Manor, he didn’t want to lose face, so he said 10 million in tips in one breath. 

“Eh!” Gao Yaoyao was stunned when she heard this. 

Ho Ho. Minister Lu was also stunned because the chef must be boss Qin. Wouldn’t it be awkward to tip 

boss Qin? Prince Tara, ” he hurriedly reminded, ” I told you before. Academician Qin is also the God of 

Cooking. 

This reminder made Prince Tara realize that the food was made by academician Qin. He immediately 

asked Minister Lu, ” “Mr. Lu, is it inappropriate for me to tip academician Qin?” 

Minister Lu nodded. Of course, it was not appropriate. After all, academician Qin junior was the boss of 

this place. With his identity and financial resources, it was indeed not appropriate to tip him. There was 

no need to. 

Besides, boss Qin didn’t care about the 10 million, did he? 



When Prince Tara heard this, he nodded seriously. No one knew if he understood. Instead, he turned to 

Gao Yaoyao and said, ” Madam, I was wrong. Please call academician Qin out. I gave him a 100 million 

tip. He let me taste the world’s unique food and let me enjoy food that I’ve never enjoyed before … 

He had always given tips based on the other party’s status. With academician Qin’s status, he also knew 

that he couldn’t give 10 million, so he directly increased it by 10 times and gave a 100 million tip. 

This was his respect and admiration for academician Qin. 

... 

He felt that eating a meal with academician Qin little was worth the price. 

tsk tsk. Gao Yaoyao was even more confused. 

“???”Minister Lu’s eyes widened. He did not expect Prince Tara to do this. Did he mean that it was 

inappropriate to tip boss Qin? 

 


